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Aviation Staff first learned of Tempe’s desire to develop a parcel under Sky Harbor
flightpaths through media reports on July 22, 2021.
On September 2, 2021 media reports indicated the Arizona Coyotes and development
firm Bluebird Development submitted the sole bid.
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The subject parcel, approximately 50 acres, is located 9,800 feet off the east end of Sky
Harbor’s southern 2 runways, and directly in line with the airport’s primary departure
runway.
The distance of the parcel from the airport is less than the length of the runway itself
(Runway 7L/25R = 10,300 feet)
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This general massing plan was developed based on the developer’s initial description of
proposed site plan characteristics.
Approximately 1,700 residential units are being proposed on the west edge of the
development, closest to Sky Harbor’s runways.
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The developer met with Airport staff on September 16, 2021 to provide high-level
details about their proposal.
Airport staff outlined some initial concerns about the development at the meeting, and
more formally responded with a letter both to the Developer and to the City of Tempe
to outline 10 broad areas of concern that would need to be addressed to minimize
negative impacts to Sky Harbor, the Airlines, the National Airspace System (NAS), and
the communities we serve.
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Since that time, Aviation Staff met with the developer several times in an attempt to
work through the issues outlined in the letter.
Staff also met with Technical Stakeholders to include the FAA and Airlines to obtain
their feedback and perspective.
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- Building heights and obstructions associated with site development (crane heights,
etc) must be compatible with flight approach and departure paths including “One
Engine Inoperative” paths to ensure safe and efficient operations at Sky Harbor.
- No residential units can be allowed in the High Noise impacted 65 DNL contour near
the airport. This entire development is contained within the high impact noise
contour. Mitigation tools such as sound insulation and avigation easements do not
make the proposed land use compatible with airport operations.
- Given the site is located so close to the airport, distractions such as building surface
glare, marquees, laser light shows, etc must be addressed and restricted during this
most critical phase of flight.
- The site must not interfere with nearby navigational aids that pilots depend on to
safely operate at Sky Harbor.
- The proposed development must be assessed by a certified wildlife biologist to
ensure the new activity doesn’t introduce incompatible wildlife that would result in
new hazards to aviation.
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This slide represents one week’s worth of flight tracks in and out of Sky Harbor to the
east of the airport.
Given noise abatement procedures implemented as a result of Tempe litigation in 1994,
the flight tracks to the east of Sky harbor (BLUE) converge over the river bottom as
opposed to flying straight out as is customary to the west of the airport and at most
airports nationwide. This convergence puts the flight tracks directly over the proposed
Arena and Residential development – exactly what these noise abatement procedures
were designed to avoid.
The arriving flight tracks (GREEN) are expected to fly over the proposed development as
close as 400 feet from aircraft wheels to roof tops.
Residents in the proposed development can expect flights arriving and departing over
their homes as frequently as every 60 seconds during the day.
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This map depicts both East and West departure streams at a larger scale.
You can see how flight tracks to the west of the airport continue straight out or diverge
which is safer and more efficient than the converging flight tracks to the east which are
in place to support the 1994 Intergovernmental Agreement with Tempe as a result of
litigation to stop development of the airport’s third runway at the time.
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The chart above depicts proposed building heights (BLUE and GREEN) and crane heights
(PINK) based on data provided by the developer.
The proximity of TED and their construction cranes present some unique challenges for
airlines who must ensure their airplanes can safely return to the airport in the event
one engine fails on takeoff. Ensuring airspace remains clear of obstructions above this
one engine inoperative (OEI) surface depicted in red provides airlines that assurance.
Through interviews with the major carriers and modeling, aviation consultants were
able to develop presumptions around operational changes that can be expected while
this project is developed. For example, up to 75% of long-hauls domestic and
international flights will request the north runway for departures
The developer has asked several technical questions and requested our data for this
analysis and we have provided it. The developer recently announced they are
considering lower rooftop heights and are trying to ensure most cranes will not
penetrate the OEI surface. The airport and aviation stakeholders are encouraged to
learn that the developer has listened to concerns about these obstructions.
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Airlines have raised concerns based on their assessment of the potential obstructions,
and have indicated that they must maintain the highest safety standards.
In doing so, impacts like obstructions associated with buildings and cranes result in the
imposition of economic costs to the airlines. In other words, in order to make
departures safe, they will be required to make choices like reducing fuel loads,
payloads, and denying boarding to passengers on some long-haul domestic and
international flights. This comes at a cost to to the airlines and to the traveling public.
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The developer asked Aviation Staff to analyze different demand levels at different years
to ensure a complete picture of potential operational delay from TED. An economic
analysis was completed using crane height data provided by the developer.
This graph depicts the delay factor associated with construction based on today’s
operations would be about ½ a minute on avg; if TED construction occurred during
2030 demand levels that delay factor would increase to an average of 6 minutes.
6 minutes is considerable in that up to 5,900 flights could be cancelled or eliminated
from Sky Harbor at that delay level.
This results in less air service, less consumer choice, and higher ticket prices.
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The developer also asked Aviation Staff to break down economic impacts at different
demand levels which you can see here.
Based on crane height data provided by the developer, the cost to airlines is expected
to range from $2.8 to $21M at the out year, similarly the regional economic loss would
range between $148 and $264M.
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The left half of this slide represents the proposed development as it sits within the 65
DNL High Noise contour at Phoenix based on the published 1999 Noise Contours.
Tempe’s RFP required the developer to obtain the most current noise contours from
the airport. They are reflected on the right half of the screen, and although the
contours have reduced in size given the advent of quieter aircraft engine technologies
over the years, the development remains fully within the high impact noise contours
next to Sky Harbor.
65 DNL represents an average Day-Night noise decibel level. Single Aircraft noise
events are typically in the 70-80 decibel range where speech is disrupted and sounds
similar leaf blowers will be heard over residences as frequently as every 60 seconds
when the aircraft are departing to the east.
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The Cities of Phoenix and Tempe completed an updated Part 150 noise compatibility
study in 1999 as a condition of the 1994 Intergovernmental Agreement which settled
Tempe litigation to stop airport growth.
Both cities agreed to comply with the recommendations of the Part 150 study. The
standard land use matrix used by the FAA for Part 150 programs is depicted here.
While developers can use tools such as sound insulation to attempt to mitigate the
effects of noise on residents, the underlying land uses remain incompatible as shown
by this chart.
Tempe agreed not to permit incompatible land uses in this area when they signed the
50-year intergovernmental agreement in 1994.
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The City of Phoenix, Sky Harbor, the Airlines, and the FAA all have worked hard to fulfill
Phoenix’s commitments under the Intergovernmental agreement (IGA).
In addition to investing hundreds of millions of dollars in noise abatement funding to
sound insulate and voluntarily acquire existing noise-impacted land under the flight
paths, the industry developed a “4-DME Gate” which requires planes to converge down
the river bottom in Tempe to avoid residential developments.
Phoenix and Aviation Stakeholders also worked to ensure the noise impacts are evenly
split to the east and west of the airport, and have spent millions of dollars on the Part
150 study and ongoing flight path equipment and monitoring. In return, Phoenix asked
Tempe to commit to ensuring incompatible land uses aren’t permitted under flight
paths.
This proposal puts residences directly under the flight paths the aviation industry
created to avoid residential neighborhoods.
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The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) sent a letter to Tempe on April 1st to raise its
serious concerns about the proposal and noted the proposed incompatible residential
units alone would increase the national population in high impact noise areas by 1%.
The FAA went on to clearly tell Tempe that any residential development in this area
would be an incompatible land use.
The Arizona Coyotes responded to the FAA telling them they believe the FAA’s position
is wrong, and that Phoenix and Tempe have allowed thousands of residences to be built
within the 65 DNL noise contours. This is not accurate as the noise contours depicted
are the outdated 1999 contours, and not the current 65 DNL contour that the Coyotes
are required to use in their assessment.
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The red line reflects the current 65 DNL high impact noise contour.
About 550 housholds are within this contour that pre-date the Part 150 (Nuestro Barrio
and Sunset neighborhoods – noted in blue)
Since the Part 150 study was completed, Tempe-approved development near the 65 DL
is about 1300 units (Trovita, Skywater, Aubrey and Rio Paradiso), of which approx.
395 units are inside the 65 DNL

There are approximately 700 Households within the 65 DNL contour today. The TED
proposal would increase this exposed population by 143%
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Phoenix is committed to transparency. A timeline including correspondence,
presentations, research, and analysis are available for review on the project website:
https://skyharbor.com/tempeentertainmentdistrict
With a $13 billion payroll and nearly 60,000 employees working on or in connection to
the airport, Sky Harbor is one of the largest employment centers in the state of Arizona.
The airport has adopted a masterplan that will result in nearly $6 billion in additional
investments that will bring quality jobs to the airport and surrounding communities and
ensure the Sky Harbor keeps pace with our rapid population growth. If Sky Harbor is
unable to meet development goals, airlines will make different choices, including:
- Utilizing airports that do not have these capacity restrictions.
- Choosing not to fly long haul and international routes direct from Phoenix, instead
favoring other international hubs with connections to Phoenix.
- Managing demand for air service due to reduced capacity through higher ticket
prices, which will likely result in higher costs and less air service to our community.
Incompatible land uses must be removed from the Tempe Entertainment District
proposal to ensure Sky Harbor remains protected to serve future generations.
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